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Once dominated by global banks, hedge funds, and multinational corporations, the foreign

exchange market, or forex, is now easily accessible to traders and investors around the world. But

in order to make the most of your time in this market, you need to have a firm understanding of how

it works. Written by forex expert Kathy Lien, The Little Book of Currency Trading shows you how to

effectively trade and invest in today's biggest market. Minute by minute, she describes the multitude

of opportunities possible in the forex market, from short-term price swings to long-term trends, and

details the practical products that can help you achieve success. Along the way, Lien skillfully

explains the forces that drive currencies and provides strategies to profit from them; reveals how

you can use various currencies to reduce risk and take advantage of global trends; and examines

what you can do to make money without the stress of monitoring the market every day. Other issues

addressed include: Getting started in forex and finding the right approach for you The most

commonly made forex mistakes Making the most of slow and steady investing as well as learning

the fast and furious approach to forex Avoiding popular forex scams And much more  Filled with

in-depth insights and practical advice, The Little Book of Currency Trading opens the world of

currency trading and investing to anyone interested in entering this dynamic arena.
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As the book title 'little' this is indeed a very brief intro in the world of forex - a lot of anecdotal stories

and not many strategies to speak of.The book's chapter titles will tell you the cliche'd nature of the



writing - chapter 3 A's to Z of forex, chapter 6 - investor vs trader, chapter 11 top 10 mistakes.There

are 20 pages of decent writing - and it's about the bollinger bands and a strategy that I have actually

never read before.Chapter 8 which covers value investing strategy based on the double bollinger

bands and Chapter 9 which covers trading the news.Chapter 8 is a good strategy to have in your

arsenal, and this one chapter pretty much will make your 10 bucks a worthy investment. Chapter 9

is fairly similar to all the other trading news strategies out there, with her own opinion of how you

should take trades based on how strong the prevailing sentiment is.

Another great book for new traders in forex, repeats the intros into forex that many books do but

also starts looking at simple strategies to get you going. I think its well worth while reading and

Kathy is obviously a very successful trader and can be called an authority on trading forex. She has

a different view on setting profit targets for trades as opposed to say Jim Brown in his book, but its

well worth considering her approach if your psychology suits it. I think its worth reading this a few

times.

Excellent introductory book to trading the forexes. Very down-to-earth and highly understandable. It

does not provide a great many specific trade strategies but does cover the basics of forex trading

quite well.

Good book. Well written. short and to the point.

Book needs more detail about her trading strategy . Right when she starts writing about her strategy

she just goes to fast than she up sells her other book . Needs to be way more detailed .

I have been learning Currency Trading for a few years now and mostly the book confirmed what I

already knew (which is always good to confirm I am on the right track), but, it also gave me some

additional insight into trading the currency market.

Well written by a top trader. However, it is more basic than I expected, seems aimed at beginning

traders. The chapter on bollinger bands is the reason I bought it.

An excellent little book written in plain language with lots of trading examples. Kathy Lien is an

expert and knows what she is talking about. The best of all the trading books I have read and
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